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FIELD TRAINING REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULING DOCUMENT
1. DATE
2. FROM:
3. TO:
4. TRAINING MONTH
5. TRAINING PERIOD (Three Month)
FROM:
TO:
8. 			REMARKS
a. COURSE INFO
STUDENTS
SEATS
SEATS
7. 			SCHEDULING DATA
6. 		COURSE IDENTIFICATION
M A X
M I N
MIS CC
TITLE: COURSE NUMBER COURSE NAME ACADEMIC DAYS
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
UNUSED
d.
b.
a.
b.
c.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
DEVIATIONS
INSTRUCTOR NON-AVAILABILITY
OTHER PERTINENT DATA
 
a.
b.
c.
9.										OFFICIAL VALIDATION
a. MTS SUPERINTENDENT SIGNATURE 
FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF
b. CC OR DELEGATE SIGNATURE 
FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF
c. TD SIGNATURE 
FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF
*
(m)
T
Y
(t)
R
Q
N
M
L
F
E
10.		LEGEND
Teaching Enroute students
Leave
Teaching foreign military students
Minimums not Met
No Instructor Available
C
Class Cancelled
Instructor in Qual Training
Teaching another Course
Instructor TDY
Other reasons explained
Seats Allocated to Non-Maintenance Units
MMCL/CFETP required course
Class built below minimums
11.							ADDITIONAL REMARKS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING AF FORM 898
AF Form 898, Training Requirements Scheduling Document. Use this form for identifying civilian and military personnel in need of training provided by the AETC Training Detachment (TD) and Maintenance Training Sections (MTS). It provides a simple method of organizing who receives training and when they receive the training. Training Management completes items 1 through 7f and item 9.  Training Detachment completes items 7g through 8c and utilizes item 10 if the Training Detachment cannot support a course or if there is a unique situation to the course.  Training Management validates the seats and courses received.  This data will be used to build the classes in the maintenance information system.  Use the following instructions for completing the form:
 
Item 1. Date the form when you begin preparing it at the start of the training period, (for example, 1 September 2019)
 
Item 2. Identify the Training Management office originating the training request.
 
Item 3. Identify the supporting Training Detachment or Mobile Training Team office
 
Item 4. Identify the training month that this form covers, (for example, December).
 
Item 5. Identify the 3-month training period that this form covers (for example, October 19 to December 19).
 
Item 6a. List in numerical order:
 
Authorization of all formal type-4 courses the servicing Training Detachment conducts.  Include course number, course name and duration of academic days.
 
All Maintenance Training Section courses the service unit requires.
 
Partial course requirements.
 
Identify Maintenance Information System Course Code
 
Identify course minimum students and maximum students.
 
Item 6b. Identify the MAJCOM and locally designated priority courses to include courses required for skill level upgrade with an asterisk.
 
Item 7a. Indicate the total number of personnel that are a backlog (i.e., MIS status listed as overdue, awaiting training, scheduled, and incomplete) for the corresponding course identified under item 6a.
 
Item 7b. Indicate the current total number of personnel scheduled for the corresponding course identified under item 6a.
 
Item 7c. Indicate the current total number of personnel who are unscheduled, including personnel identified in item 7f, for the corresponding course identified under item 6a.
 
Note- Item 7b and 7c added together will equal the total in 7a.
 
Item 7d. Indicate the number of students available to begin training during the next training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Oct).
 
Item 7e. Indicate the number of students who are forecasted to begin training during the second training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Nov).
 
 
 
Item 7f. Indicate the number of students who are forecasted to begin training during the third month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Dec 19).
 
Item 7g. Indicate the total number of seats available for training in the specified training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Oct 19). Make every effort to satisfy the available backlog (students available) in item 7d. If instructors cannot support a training request or create a course with unique circumstances, the Training Detachment enters one or more of the codes found under item 10.
 
Item 7h. Indicate the total number of seats available during the second training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Nov 19). Make every effort to satisfy the available backlog (students available) in item 7e. Use the instructor non-availability codes in item 10 when an instructor does not plan to support a training request.
 
Item 7i. Indicate the total number of seats available during the third training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Dec 19). Make every effort to satisfy the available backlog (students available) in item 7f. Use the instructor non-availability codes in item 10 when an instructor does not plan to support a training request. 
 
Item 7j. Indicate the total number of seats unused during the first training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Oct 19). Use the instructor non-availability codes in item 10 when an instructor does not plan to support a training request. Note: Item 7g minus 7d will equal the total in 7j.
 
Item 7k. Indicate the total number of seats unused during the second training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Nov 19). Use the instructor non-availability codes in item 10 when an instructor does not plan to support a training request. Note: Item 7h minus 7e will equal the total in 7k.
 
Item 7l. Indicate the total number of seats unused during the third training month for the corresponding course identified in item 6a (for example, for the month of Dec 19). Use the instructor non-availability codes in item 10 when an instructor does not plan to support a training request. Note: Item 7i minus 7f will equal the total in 7l.
 
Item 8a-8c. These blocks are used for any dates of classes and remarks, to include but not limited to deviations, instructor non-availability and any other pertinent data.
 
Item 9a. Enter FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF for the MTS Superintendent
 
Item 9b. Enter FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF for the MXG Commander or delegate
 
Item 9c. Enter FIRST M. LAST, RANK, USAF for the TD Representative
 
Item 11. Enter any additional remarks. Example: Students who have not met prerequisites or awaiting action. Students attending from different units/foreign students/classes being taught over/below minimum.
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